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some leading material aspects. Here it is clearly shown that the
pace of development in Great Britain had become slower than
in America or in Germany. Yet one must remember that these
were the leading three; no other large nation moved so fast;
and in many ways British industry was far more solidly based
than German. It owed nothing to tariffs or government sub-
sidies; the firms engaged in it stood on their own feet. The
German economic structure included not a few imposing fea-
tures, which existed for military or political reasons, and could
not be justified on economic grounds. But in Britain enterprises
had to pass the test of paying. The national standpoints were
different, and the British one, being purely economic, gave op
that side better results.
Let us take for example the case of steel. We saw above
(p. 277)5 how in 1896 the German steel output passed the
British and thereafter went ahead of it. In 1908 it doubled the
British (10-9 million tons as against 5-3 million). Now what did
the Germans do with so much steel? They sold vast quantities
of it to Great Britain. On what terms? At lower prices than
it was sold in Germany. And what did the British do with it?
They used it for making machinery, for building ships, for
tinplate, and for other industries in which steel is a raw material.
This was to their economic advantage. Their shipbuilding, for
instance, led the world; and if the Germans, despite subsidies
of several kinds, could never really compete with it, one of the
reasons was that the British shipyards got their steel cheaper.
Shipbuilding is a process of assembling materials; and the
building of merchant vessels on the Tyne, the Wear, and the
Clyde became thus a process of assembling German materials—
not merely the bare girders and plates, but great steel forgings,
like propellers and rudders. Indeed if the admiralty had not
insisted on British steel for naval ships, it seems likely that the
plant and capacity to produce these great forgings might before
1914 have disappeared from Great Britain altogether.
Now industries representing a higher stage of manufacture
pay as a rule better than those representing a lower stage. It is
more remunerative to build the world's ships than to smelt the
steel for them, especially if you are to sell the steel below cost
price. On the economic side Britain had the best of the bargain.
The compensation to Germany was on the military side. The
gigantic steel industry, which she thus uneconomically built up,

